
 

Full function preprocessor capable of - saving time by working on common procedures - reducing code by removing function
calls - allowing to have procedures and variables - generalizing the syntax to make it more human readable - being able to add
variables and procedures - allow to create new compilers - generating codes into unique files - allowing to have commands in a
human readable syntax - allowing to handle macro's inside of other macros - allowing to capture functions calls and make calls
within those - allowing to pass data by reference and pass by value - allowing to pass multiple arguments - allows to get function
arguments with an identifier - allowing to define and read internal variables - allowing to include standard headers - allowing to
include common header files (directives) - allowing to use the specific header files to be included - allowing to use variables and
procedures at the same time - allowing to read data from the form - allowing to output data to the form - allowing to output data
to a file - allows to save a form data to a file - allowing to pass a symbol to the compiler - allowing to pass a procedure as a
macro - allows to stop the compiler at a specific point - allowing to work in several forms - allowing to call external programs -
allows to call other macro's from the current one - allows to detect new commands - allowing to define new commands - allows
to define new variables - allowing to define new functions - allowing to define and use predefined functions - allows to define a
procedure as a macro - allows to define a procedure as a macro with an identifier - allows to have a block of code between a set
of #define directives - allows to have a block of code between a set of directives - allowing to redirect the compiler output -
allowing to set warning level - allowing to set a trace on messages - allows to set trace on messages and redirect the output -
allows to use variables inside an if-statement - allowing to use macros inside an if-statement - allowing to define macros inside a
function - allowing to define macros with function arguments - allowing to redefine macros - allowing to redefine macros with
function arguments - allowing to define variable inside an if-statement - allows to define variable inside an if-statement - allows
to define a file with compilation options - allows to define a file with compilation options and include other files - allows to
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Easily identify your AMD and Intel processors from code point of view. The Native Specialist application was designed to be
the number one system and diagnostic utility that will identify any AMD64 processors. It is developed in connection with
Advanced Micro Devices that means the utility always supports the latest AMD products any time! Native Specialist is based on
the powerful CPU recognition engine of famous Central Brain Identifier BE. The utility is the best solution to retrieve clear
information on the next generation AMD processors of NPT Family, Family 10h and Family 11h. Featuring a new intelligent
graphics user interface optimized for multi-core AMD processors Native Specialist enables to control thermal and frequency
parameters for each core independently. It is also a powerful diagnostic tool for overclockers and AMD funs that always need a
flexible solution native for their next generation AMD64 platform as a best platform ever! No doubt, Native specialist leads in
software segment of AMD CPU recognition. KEYMACRO Description: Easily identify your AMD and Intel processors from
code point of view. The Native Specialist application was designed to be the number one system and diagnostic utility that will
identify any AMD64 processors. It is developed in connection with Advanced Micro Devices that means the utility always
supports the latest AMD products any time! Native Specialist is based on the powerful CPU recognition engine of famous
Central Brain Identifier BE. The utility is the best solution to retrieve clear information on the next generation AMD processors
of NPT Family, Family 10h and Family 11h. Featuring a new intelligent graphics user interface optimized for multi-core AMD
processors Native Specialist enables to control thermal and frequency parameters for each core independently. It is also a
powerful diagnostic tool for overclockers and AMD funs that always need a flexible solution native for their next generation
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AMD64 platform as a best platform ever! No doubt, Native specialist leads in software segment of AMD CPU recognition.
KEYMACRO Description: Easily identify your AMD and Intel processors from code point of view. The Native Specialist
application was designed to be the number one system and diagnostic utility that will identify any AMD64 processors. It is
developed in connection with Advanced Micro Devices that means the utility always supports the latest AMD products any
time! Native Specialist is based on the powerful CPU recognition engine of famous Central Brain Identifier BE. The utility is
the best solution to retrieve clear information on the next generation AMD processors of NPT Family, Family 10h and Family
11h. Featuring a new intelligent graphics user interface optimized for multi-core https://setewindowblinds.com/wp-
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